1H NMR (500 MHz) of gene 32 protein--oligonucleotide complexes.
In concentrated solutions, gene 32 single-stranded DNA binding protein from bacteriophage T4 (gene 32P) forms oligomers with long rotational correlation times, rendering 1H NMR signals from most of the protons too broad to be detected. Small flexible N- and C-terminal domains are present, however, the protons of which give rise to sharp resonances. If the C-terminal A domain (48 residues) and the N-terminal B domain (21 residues) are removed, the resultant core protein of 232 residues (gene 32P) retains high affinity for ssDNA and remains a monomer in concentrated solution, and most of the proton resonances of the core protein can now be observed. Proton NMR spectra (500 MHz) of gene 32P and its complexes with ApA, d(pA)n (n = 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10), and d(pT)8 show that the resonances of a group of aromatic protons shift upfield upon oligonucleotide binding. Proton difference spectra show that the 1H resonances of at least one Phe, one Trp, and five Tyr residues are involved in the chemical shift changes observed with nucleotide binding. The number of aromatic protons involved and the magnitude of the shifts change with the length of the oligonucleotide until the shifts are only slightly different between the complexes with d(pA)8 and d(pA)10, suggesting that the binding groove accommodates approximately eight nucleotide bases. Many of the aromatic proton NMR shifts observed on oligonucleotide complex formation are similar to those observed for oligonucleotide complex formation with gene 5P of bacteriophage fd, although more aromatic residues are involved in the case of gene 32P.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)